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“DevOps is about people, process and technology”. DevOps from Alerant
helps you leverage the full potential of the move to a Cloud Operating
Model, with practices and principles to maximize utilization and agility
and minimize costs of your Cloud environment.

DevOps Automation Services

The integration of the Microsoft Azure 
DevOps toolset, the associated best 
practices and Alerant's 2 decades of 
enterprise IT experience have created 
significant value. 

Assesment &Planning
Automation and standardisation means 
control, which is a high priority topic in 
todays rapidly changing  business 
environment

Automation
Repeatable automatisms are an 
important element in reducing time-to-
market. New cloud-native platforms 
and development solutions can greatly 
support these automations. The 
combination of the two brings 
significant business benefits. 

Business value



Alerant Devops Services & Microsoft Azure
Devops

The Journey to a Modern Enterprise is our proven approach to moving customers to Azure. DevOps is an 
offering which is part of this approach. Built from many years’ experience of helping our customers to

take the next step on technology modernisation. Through the implementation of core IT delivery
processes, we can guide your company on its DevOps evolution..

People is the key to a successful Devops
Organization Transformation. We have

many years of experience how to help our
customers on this Journey

Organization
During our work we explore IT processes 
and break them down into steps. Thanks 

to our analytic thinking we understand the 
connections between steps and expected 
operation and can thus design automated 

solutions

Process
We place a great deal of importance on 
continuous improvement and exploring 

new technologies that fits into our
customers culture and knowledge.

Technology



Customer success: MOL Inc
With the solution built on Microsoft Azure DevOps toolkit, and the requirements
against the vendors as part of the solution, MOL has a central toolkit to
standardize its software development and delivery processes. This gave MOL
both the ability to build the software on its own and to standardize and
automate the deployment processes. The build capability reduces vendor-lock,
while by automating the deployment processes, it has created control,
repeatability and fault-tolerance in the software delivery process.

The integration of the Microsoft Azure DevOps toolset, the associated best practices and Alerant's 2
decades of enterprise IT experience have created significant value.

Automation and standardisation means control, which is very valuable for a large company in the size of
MOL.

Repeatable automatisms are an important element in reducing time-to-market. New cloud-native
platforms and development solutions can greatly support these automations. The combination of the two
brings significant business benefits.



Contact with Alerant
Call for more information: +36 1 205-0055 

Ask a question via email: info@alerant.hu

Learn more: www.alerant.hu/en/

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-

services/alerantinformatikaizrt1611141538602.kubernetes_consulting

https://alerant.hu/en/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/alerantinformatikaizrt1611141538602.kubernetes_consulting

